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Career Transition Benefits  

Here are some benefits from a career transition coaching focus: 
 
Awareness of what values drive your life 
Prioritising what is important in your life 
An understanding of where you are now in relation to your career dreams & aspirations 
 
Deciding how you want your future to look 
Being able to enjoy your life even more by being on purpose with your choices 
 
Clarity of direction increases your confidence at work 
Identifying competencies and motivators that drive you to excel  
Awareness of development areas to focus on 
Bridging the gap of where you are now and where you want to go 
Anticipating the future: what can you do now to achieve your goals 
 

Past: Story Gathering  

 

Autobiography Exercise  
by Michael Page 
 
Ask participants to compile an autobiography using the following questions as prompts. Tell them they can put this together in 
any way that suits them – dot points, mind-maps etc. This needs to be done early in the coaching program in order for them (and 
you) to reflect on the key influencers and drivers in their career to date. Preferably they will do this early in the coaching program 
at the first or 2nd meeting. 
At the face to face meeting I find it very effective to plot a timeline on a piece of paper (see below) and use these questions to 
“interview” them and plot their life and career. If for whatever reason they have not completed this “homework” before you meet 
with them you can simply use this process to eke out their autobiography in the session. 
 

 
Optional - E-mail to client Autobiography Exercise (ideally prior to Session 2) 
 
It is important for me as your coach to gain a thorough understanding of you as a person and how you 
see the world around you. 
Why?  Our lives are made up of our own unique experiences values, beliefs etc. that hold meaning to us 
and that shape our view of the world. 
Please take your time answering the following questions and answer them as thoroughly as you can, 
the more detail the better.  This will save us a lot of time in helping me to understand you better and 
mean that I can add more value to you in your coaching sessions. 
 

 

Autobiography Questions 
 
Pre-school 
 
Where were you born? 
What were your father/mother/grandparents careers?  
How important was career to these people? 
Do you have any siblings?  
How much older/younger are they than you?  
What have been their career choices? 
 
Primary School Years 
 
What sort of child were you at the age of 6? 
How well did you adapt to school? 
Were there any teachers who had a strong impact on you at school? Why? 
Who do you regard as the most influential people as you grew up?  
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What effect did they have on you (both the positive and negative)? 
What were your favourite subjects? Why? 
What were your weaker subjects? Why? 
Do you remember any teachers who had a strong impact on you at school? Why? 
Did you have ideas about what you might do for a career?  
Were there any people whose job/career you aspired to? 
Did you take on any leadership roles while you at school? 
 
Secondary School years 
 
Did you enjoy your secondary school years? Why? 
What were your strongest/weakest subjects? Why? 
What were your hobbies/interests while you were growing up?  
How important were they? 
Do you still do any of these? 
What career options did you consider at high school? 
What study options did you choose/consider?  
Why did you choose/consider them? 
What influence did the career of father/mother /other people have on your career/study choices? 
What were you considering regarding career options on graduation from university?  
Were there any significant events in your life that have influenced your career path (job loss, death of a loved one, marriage, 
illness etc)? 
What have been the critical events in your life? 
What events have had a strong impact on you (These can be personal or work related)? 
From the above, what have been some key learning experiences for you? 
 

 
This information can also be tabled graphically as a chronology of the person’s life Horizontal Spectrums 
include Age & Calendar Year: Vertical axis on a 1-10 scale include passion level.   
 

 

 
With the Career chart below highlights and lowlights are recorded to pictorially demonstrate patterns 
that can be capitalised on or avoided in career planning. 
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Career Map 
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Autobiography Questions Continued… 
 
What experience did you acquire? 
What skills/expertise did you develop? 
Who were your most influential managers and/or mentors?  
What did you learn from them? 
What did you most enjoy about your work?  
What did you most dislike? 
How would others have described you in the role? 
How did you obtain your roles – recruitment agencies, referrals/contacts etc? 
Why did you leave roles? (your manager; organizational culture, working conditions, remuneration, etc)  
What career ideas (such as study, self employment, career change, sea change) have you thought about to date?   
Why did you decide not to pursue these? 
What do you regard as your biggest achievements in your career? 
What do you regard as your biggest achievement in your life outside your career? 
What has been your career plan? 
What are your current career goals? 
Is there an overarching theme to your career choices?  
How have the various positions that you have held fitted with your plan? 
How happy are you with your career so far?  
What would you do differently? 
Are you satisfied with your career to date?   
What would you change? 
Moving forward how can you utilise these challenges and experience to stand you in good stead? 
How has your career affected your life outside work? 
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Competencies Part 1 
 

Competency √ Competency √ Competency √ 

Presentation skills  Delegation  Integrity & Trust  

Standing alone  Functional/technical Skills 
 

 Directing others                            
 

 

Conflict Management  Customer focused 
 

 Informing  

Leadership skills 
 

 Learning on the Fly  Political savvy                               
 

 

Problem solving  Listening  Creativity  
Managing diversity                      
 

 Action Oriented  Motivating others                          
 

 

Building effective teams  Innovation Management 
 

 Perseverance  

Patience  Developing direct reports  Drive for results 
 

 

Managing vision & 
purpose 

 Time Management  Strategic agility 
 

 

Organizing  Timely decision making                
 

 Negotiating 
 

 

Priority setting  Decision quality 
 

   

      

 
Make a list of 10 skills you are most competent at. 
 

 
The Career Satisfaction Wheel below is intended as a snapshot means to gauge the intensity of 
‘feelings’ relating to key aspects important in a healthy career.  
Scoring is based on how much ‘I feel I achieve/d this in my current (or past) role’. 
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Career Satisfaction Wheel 
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Career Values 
By James Holden 
 

What are Values? 
 
Values are frames of mind. They govern our beliefs, meanings, decisions, identity, purpose and behaviour.  Values become the 
rules we set for our selves and others – they are our operating system.  
 

Why are Values so important?  
  
Here are some critical reasons: 
 

1. Energy 
 
Values provide the energetic driving force behind all our decisions and actions.  If we step out of sync with our values, we create 
disharmony, pain, conflict and chaos.  Being aware of this we can align our values for positive energy flow. 
 
For those who have experienced burn out or have been lacking fulfilment in their role at work or in their personal life the 
following quote is quite profound. 
 
“You can have whatever you want in life to the extent that you’re willing to pay, 
What you have to pay is Attention, 
When you fail to pay Attention you will pay with pain” 
Taneo Sans Kumalae, 
 
Clearly identifying your career values will also assist you to align your next career move with your personal work ‘drivers and 
preferences’.   
 
Usually Values operate out of mindful awareness at a sub-conscious level… That is until they are either not met by our self or 
others.  All of a sudden they ping up on the radar with flashing lights ‘Security Alert,’ ‘Security Alert’.  This happens sim ilarly when 
our values or our behaviour in relation to our espoused values are challenged either by our self or others! 
 
Have you ever had people step on your values? What feelings arise? 
Have you ever been brought to task by your boss, co-workers, partner, child? 
 

2. Rank 

  
Not all values carry equal weight. They have a sense of appropriateness in the given context, situation or environment that we 
find ourselves in.  Sub-consciously we rank our values in order of importance to us, and we usually satisfy our values according to 
our ranking order.   
 
e.g. if honesty is ranked most important, it’s likely that a person will seek to be honest in all dealings and likewise expect other 
people to be honest in their dealings too.  
 

3. Compete 
 
In business and in life there are challenging situations where we are faced with a dilemma.  This usually involves one decision but 
several choices - that all appear to be right.  Values always compete for the top spot to aid us in making the right decision. 
 

4. Change 
 
Whilst most of our values are chosen early on in life, inspired by our role models and experiences: What we are not always aware 
of is that our values change through life. 
 
e.g. the transition from worker to manager or having a baby usually causes people to re-think their values.  
 
Some of the values we have chosen at different points in our life as important at that time may now be holding us back in regard 
to present and future life situations.  
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e.g. the proverb that ‘all good things come to those who wait’ 
 
How long have you been waiting and are prepared to continue waiting for that promotion or reward to come along?  
 
Some times you’ve just got to put yourself forward, put your hand up and say ‘I’m hungry and ready for it’. 
 
The principle being:  State it the way you want it. 
 

5. Valuable 
 
When it comes to building relationships at work values are valuable.  As you talk to someone in terms of what they value, it is like 
giving them a gift because they feel understood, appreciated and validated.  
 
Communicating values builds Trust and Rapport. 
 
Values are important to live by both at work and in our personal life.   
 
Values are the most important things we base decisions on. 
 
If we live congruently with our values we are aligned to what we truly believe in and will live life at our happiest.  
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Values Exercise 
 

Value My Natural 
Score 

When Feeling 
Challenged 

My Expectations 
of Others 

Average 
Score 

Accountability     

Adventure     

Authenticity     

Balance     

Choice     

Community     

Compassion     

Confidence     

Consistency     

Contribution     

Courage     

Creativity     

Dependable     

Discipline     

Excellence     

Family     

Friends     

Faith     

Flexibility     

Focus     

Forgiveness     

Freedom     

Fun     

Growth     

Happiness     

Honesty     

Humour     

Independence     

Joy     

Knowledge      

Laughter     

Love     

Nurturing     

Obedience     

Openness     

Peace     
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Value My Natural 
Score 

When Feeling 
Challenged 

My Expectations 
of Others 

Average 
Score 

Performance     

Professionalism     

     

Profit     

Purpose     

Recognition     

Reputation     

Risk     

Romance     

Self-expression     

Service     

Simplicity     

Spirituality     

Success     

Time     

Trust     

Work     
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My Top 5 Career Values 
 
Please rate each value from 1 to 10, (10 = I live this value daily). 
 
1.___________________________   Rating________ 
 
 
2.___________________________   Rating________ 
 
 
3.___________________________   Rating________ 
 
 
4.___________________________   Rating________ 
 
 
5.___________________________   Rating________ 
 
 
What specific behaviour lets you know you are congruent with your top values?  
 
1. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
2. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
3. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
4. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
5. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
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What does it mean to your life that you continue to live these values? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Choose 3 of the lowest rated values - what specific action would need to change to rate these at an 8+/10?  
 
1. 
Stop doing 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Start doing 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
2. 
Stop doing 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Start doing 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
3. 
Stop doing 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Start doing 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Were these values being met in your previous job? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
What action do you need to take to ensure they are met in your new role/career? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Setting the Scene for Success  

 

Career Plan 
 
Like map reading, career planning increases the chances of getting where we want to go at some defined point in the future. It 
requires regular attention to ensure the correct path is followed. 
 
Having said that most people spend more time planning their holidays than they do their careers. So, to suddenly find yourself in 
career transition can be daunting.  The conversation between coach and coachee can sometimes be reminiscent to that of Alice 
and the Cheshire cat in Lewis Caroll’s book ‘Alice in Wonderland’  
 
'Would you tell me, please, which way I ought to go from here?' 
'That depends a good deal on where you want to get to,' said the Cat. 
'I don't much care where----' said Alice. 
'Then it doesn't matter which way you go,' said the Cat. 
'so long as I get somewhere,' Alice added as an explanation. 
'Oh, you're sure to do that,' said the Cat, 'if you only walk enough.' 

 
What is involved? 
 
It is a continuous process of deciding how and what we need to learn at work or from outside providers. In order to adequately 
perform in our jobs and adapt to our work environment and meet the demands and preferences of our lifestyle and goals we 
need to look within ourselves at what we really want. 
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The Wheel of Life 
 

 
 
 
Reference to startupprincess.com 
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Business / Career 
 
Do your values match those of your company’s? 
Do you find your company’s vision and what it’s aiming to achieve worthwhile and important? 
Do you feel motivated to perform well? 
Do you enjoy your job day to day? 
Do your talents match your job? 
Can you grow? 

 
Finances 
 
Do you feel you have financial freedom? 
What does money mean to you? 
Do you feel you have control of the money you make and can make? 

 
Health 
 
How is your physical health? 
Are you happy with your exercise regime? 
Do you feel you are as healthy as you could be? 
How is your emotional health? 

 
Family and Friends  
 
Do you feel you have satisfaction with your family life? 
Satisfaction with the friendships you have? 
Do you feel happy contributing to this? 
Could this be even better? 
What needs to change or happen to get this to a 9 or 10? 

 
Romance 
 
How does this rate out of 10? 
Where does it sit right now? 
Are you fully satisfied or does there need to be an action plan to get this to a 9 or 10? 

 
Personal Growth 
 
Does your job give you the opportunity to grow? 
Are you being stretched, challenged and supported, as you’d like to be? 
Do you see a bright future ahead? 
Do you learn something new most days? 
How could you increase this to get this to a 9 or 10? 

 
Fun & Recreation 
 
What do you do for fun and recreation?  
What do you do that’s just for you? 
What is your passion? 
What would it be if you knew what it was?  
What makes you smile on the inside?  
What do you look forward to? 
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Physical environment 
 
Are you happy in your surroundings?  
Look at both work and home?  
Do you have a special place for you to just BE?  
How would it look if it was a 9 or 10?  
What small steps can you do towards that? 

 
Life Perceptions 
 
‘Change is the only constant’! 
 
Avoiding inevitable change leads to pain and suffering. 
Power v. Force The key is to flow with the current not resist it.   
 
Taoist ‘Taijitu’ symbol – bit of pos in neg & vice versa – it’s all about perspective & balance 
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Present: My Current Position/ Status? 

 
What do you know about your preferences and yourself?  

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
In future roles in your career what skills would you like to take with you?  

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Identify your career values and what is really important to you at work.  

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
What are your current obligations and how will this impact?  

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Inventory of Work Attitudes & Motivations 

Summary Page 
 

Operating factors  

 
Initiation 
Goal Orientation 
Individual Motives 
Alternatives 
Breadth 
Affective Communication 
Group Environment 
Sole Responsibility 

 
Reflecting & Patience 
Problem Solving 
External Reference 
Follow Procedures 
Depth 
Neutral Communication 
Individual Environment 
Shared Responsibility 
 

Relationship Sorting (change)                         Work Approach 

 
Sameness 
Evolution 
Difference 
 

 
Use  
Concept 
Structure 
 

Time Orientation                                                Hierarchical Criteria 

 
Past 
Present 
Future 
 

 
Power 
Affiliation 
Achievement  

Norming-Rule Structure 

 
Assertiveness 
Indifference 
Compliance 
Tolerance 
 

 
 

Convincer Strategies 

 
Seeing 
Hearing 
Reading 
Doing 
 

 
Convinced by no of examples 
Convinced automatically 
Convinced by consistency 
Convinced after a period of time 

Interest Filters 

 
Focus on People 
Focus on Tools 
Focus on Systems 
Focus on Information 
Focus on Money 
Focus on Place 
Focus on Time 
Focus on Activity 
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How iWAM relates to your career 
 

Key Operating Factors 

+ 
 
Initiation 
-This person has a tendency to initiate 
 
Goal Orientation 
-Remains focused on goal and maintains over 
time 
 
Individual Motive 
-Wants to decide for themselves, provide their 
own motivation 
 
Breadth 
-Likes working with large “chunks” of information 
 
Affective Communicator  
-Focus on non verbal information 
 
Group Environment 
-Likes to work around people 
 
Sole Responsibility 
-A person who wants sole responsibility on the 
work they perform 
 

- 
 
Patience 
-Has a lot of patience 
 
Problem solving 
-Motivated by finding/correcting problems 
 
 
External Reference 
-Prefers to get opinions & advice from others 
 
 
Depth 
-This person is detail oriented 
 
Neutral Communicator 
-Focuses on content of actual message 
 
Sole environment 
-Like to work alone 
 
Shared responsibility 
-A person who wants to share the responsibility 
i.e. Team projects 

Change 

 
Sameness 
 
 
Evolution 
 
Difference 
 

 
-This person likes everything to remain the same. 
 
-Likes things to evolve over time, adapts well to 
change. 
 
-This person must have change 

 

Approaching a new project 
 
Concept 
 
 
Structure 
 
 
Use 

 
-Likes to completely develop an idea or theory. 
 
-Organises resources, lists and identifies 
relationships 
 
-This person simply begins the task, they like to 
get the first step out of the way immediately. 
 

Making decisions 

 
Past 
 
 
Present 
 
Future 
 

 
-This person concentrates on the past and uses 
experience to make decisions 
 
-This person concentrates on the “now”. 
 
-This person concentrates on the future and can 
sometimes be seen as a dreamer. 
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Motivations 

 
Power 
 
 
 
Popularity 
 
 
 
Performance 
 

 
-Motivated by situations where they have power, 
authority and control over people and things. 
 
-Motivated in situations where people like them 
and can be part of a group. 
 
 
-This person is motivated in situations that they 
can achieve. 

 

What is my rule structure? 

 
Assertiveness 
 
 
 
Indifference 
 
 
 
Compliance 
 
 
Tolerance 
 

 
-Know the policies and rules and are prepared to 
tell other people what they should do. 
 
-These people have rules for their own life and 
won’t involve themselves in other peoples work 
habits. 
 
-They are willing to follow the rules and policies of 
an organisation. 
 
-These people have their own rules and policies 
for themselves but don’t enforce these on others 
 

How am I convinced? 

 
Convinced By seeing 
 
 
Convinced by Hearing 
 
Convinced by Reading 
 
 
Convinced by Doing 
 
 
 
 
How often for you to be convinced 
 
Convinced by a Number of Examples 
 
 
Convinced Automatically 
 
 
 
Convinced by Consistency 
 
 
Convinced after a Period of Time 
 
 
 

 
-Needs to see something to be convinced of it 
 
-Must hear about something to be convinced 
Must read instructions or information to be 
convinced 
 
-Must actually do something to be convinced 
 
 
 
-Must have the data a particular no of times 
 
-Only need a small amount of information and 
quickly project the rest of the information 
 
-Never quite convinced, must get information 
every time  
 
-Must have the data remain consistent for a 
period of time for them to be convinced. 
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Where I am motivated to focus 

 
Focus on People 
 
Focus on Tools 
 
Focus on Systems 
 
Focus on Information 
 
Focus on Money 
 
Focus on Place 
 
 
Focus on Time 
 
 
Focus on Activity 
 
 

 
-work well with people/feelings 
 
-Works best with tangible instruments 
 
-Works well with the process of things 
 
-Works best with knowledge & facts 
 
-Concerned with money and keeping score 
 
-Concerned about geographic/political or social 
position 
 
-Concerned about allotting time & keeping 
schedule 
 
-Focuses on activity and needs around this 
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iWAM Questions  
 
 
Which pattern are you most surprised by? Why? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Which pattern are you most pleased with? Why? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Which pattern do you least agree with? Why?  

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
How well do these patterns reflect your past approach to career planning? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
How could you utilise this knowledge to assist you in planning your career direction? 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
How well do these patterns fit your current or previous role? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
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_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
If you were to create a new role to reflect your preferences what would it look like? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Review of High Scoring Preferences 
 
1.  Based on your iWAM what are the 5 most motivating patterns? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
2.  Which patterns have really worked for you in your career to date? 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
3.  Which patterns may have worked against you? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
4.  For you to have career satisfaction which patterns are a must for your next role? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
5.  Which patterns would you like to develop further for you next role or career? 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Review of Low Scoring Preferences 
 
1.  Which patterns do you view as blind spots and opportunities for development in your next role that were not relevant in 
previous role? 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
2.  Are these lower patterns important for your professional growth? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
3.  Which of these patterns are needed/not needed, in your next role? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
4. What patterns were relevant for previous role/s but are not patterns you would like for active in your next role? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
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My Ideal Role  
 
Think about a role you really enjoyed. What of the above patterns were present? 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Think about a role you didn’t enjoy - what patterns stand out from this role? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
What roles/industries/careers would be a good match for the two answers above? 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
What gaps in behaviours, skills, knowledge and attitudes do you need to fill (if any) to be prepared for the next role? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
What action can you today to aid your development? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
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My iWAM Action Plan 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Competencies Part 2 
 
The iWAM profile informs you about what’s important and motivating to you at work.  It’s time to revisit your competencies and 
skills at work. 
 
While most workplaces focus on how competent you are at using skills required for your role, they rarely examine whether you 
like the skill or how motivated you are to use them.   
 
Rate the levels from 1- 10 (ten being high) 
 

 
Competency 

 
Skill Level 

 
Passion level 

Next role relevance 

Organizing    

Timely decision making     

Strategic agility    

Time Management    

Managing vision & purpose    

Drive for results    

Developing direct reports    

Patience    

Perseverance    

Building effective teams    

Innovation Management    

Action Oriented    

Managing diversity     

Motivating others    

Creativity    

Listening    

Problem solving    

Political savvy    

Learning on the Fly    

Leadership skills    

Informing    

Customer focused    

Conflict Management    

Directing others    

Functional/technical Skills    

Standing alone     

Integrity & Trust    

Delegation    

Presentation skills    

Negotiating    

Priority setting     

Decision quality    
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Which preferred skills/competencies were you able to exercise in your previous position? How often were you able to use them? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
What preferences from your iWAM will ensure you perform the competencies and skills you have outlined? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
What industries do you believe would need your skills? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Competencies Skills Matrix 
 

 
Skill Passion 

 
Highly proficient 

 
Competent 

 
Little or no skill 

 
Strongly like 
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Enjoy   
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Don’t mind 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 

 
Not keen 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 

 
Strongly dislike  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 

Reading the Competencies Matrix 

 
The motivation skills in the upper left-hand corner of the matrix are skills that you strive to use both on and off the job. 
 
The more you can use the skills in the upper left-hand corner at work, the happier you will be with your job assignment. 
 
The ‘burn out skills’ in the lower left hand corner of the matrix represent skills that you are good at but hate to use. 
 
Your Director/ Manager may not always be able to distinguish between your motivated skills and your burnout skills and may 
reward the use of burnout skills by giving you assignments to use them more. 
 
The skills in the upper right hand corner should be developed and practiced. 
 
The skills in the lower right hand corner should be avoided. 
 
(ref: Richard L. Knowdell, Building a Career Development Program) 
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What competencies do you feel particularly well skilled in? Why? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
What skills would you like to further develop? Why? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
What competencies can you develop further to become more skilled? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
How specifically will developing these skills broaden your career options and value that you add? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Competencies Action Plan 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Future: What do you Dream of? 

The future to most of us is met with mixed emotions excitement at what could be and fear and anxiety of what could go wrong. 
 
To overcome the latter emotions we use ‘What if…’ these words are often used in advertising – they are what’s known as a 
‘possibility frame’.   
 
The idea is to take your head out of reality and dream of what you’d really like to be, do or have.  It’s powerful in that it bypasses 
the censorship of the everyday reality confines we live in and creates an opportunity for a ‘Sliding Door’ moment…  
 
So, what if… you could have your ideal role or a totally different career or fulfil your music dreams and be in a band, sell your 
photographs at an exhibition, own your own business, transfer your skills to be the boss of an SME – whatever tickles your fancy. 
 
“Imagination is more important than knowledge. For knowledge is limited to all we now know and understand, while imagination 
embraces the entire world, and all there ever will be to know and understand.” 
Albert Einstein 
 
Stepping outside of ‘current reality’ this is an opportunity to take stock of your life to date and stay put or switch lanes to do what 
you’re really passionate about. 
 

 
The ‘Blue Sky’ exercise below requires you to assume that you have infinite resources of time, talent and 
money:  What would you choose to do for your ideal job/role? 
 
This exercise focuses on your long term dreams. 
While you’re at it - Why limit yourself to one Sliding Door moment.  Think ‘What else would I really like 
to do… and then what else?’   
Why have only one item off the smorgasbord of life. It may be possible for you to have your cake and 
eat it too.  
The reason being if you only have one Blue Sky job to head for and you don’t get it you could become 
disappointed – this is an opportunity to explore.   
 
After the Blue Sky exercise is completed the next process is to select the best ideas.  
Now that you’ve been thinking creatively – take your career ideas and rank them in order of desirability.  
Choose your top 2 Blue Sky Jobs and complete the journalist exercise & skills, study, experience tables. 
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Mountain Metaphor – Mapping the Process 
 
When climbing mountains it’s always easier to say how you did it from the top down. Standing at the bottom, looking up it can be 
just too hard: Often the top is shrouded in mist. There’s too much ‘unknown’ which can be daunting.  
 

Journalist Exercise 
 
So taking an ‘Above the Clouds’ approach imagine you already have that role or job that you desire and that a journalist is now 
interviewing you, explain what you did to achieve getting where you are. In this exercise you are literally Mapping the Process 
backwards – from summit top to valley floor. Pick your top 2 Blue Sky jobs for this exercise. 
 

Blue Sky Job 1 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Blue Sky Job 2 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 
Transfer relevant information to ‘The Path to Getting There’ exercise below.  
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How: The Path to Getting There?  

 

Blue Sky Job 1  
To achieve this Summit goal________________ I need… 

 
Skills  
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Study 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Experience 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Blue Sky Job 2  
To achieve this Summit goal ________________ I need… 

 
Skills  
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Study 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Experience 
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Setting Career Goals 
 
M Measurable   
A Articulate 
S Sensory  
T Timeline 
E Evaluation 
R Realistic 
 
Goal Master © James Holden 2009 
 

Measurable  
 
Goals must be measurable!  If you can’t measure your goal you won’t be able to manage it.  
 
You need to be able to chart your progress along a pre-identified framework and time line until you successfully reach your 
destination.  
 
If the goal becomes overwhelming it’s because the steps along the way are too big or the timeline is too tight.  Breaking the  steps 
into smaller chunks or stretching out the timeline can help you stay on track.  Remember it’s important to enjoy the journey! 
 

Articulate  
 
Goals must be very specific and clearly written.  
Your friends are Who, What, Where, When, Why and How? 
It is important to state it the way you want it i.e. in the positive.   
Goals should not include what you do not want to occur. 
 

Sensory  
 
Your goal should be like a video clip, rich with sights of what is happening as you achieve you goal, you need to be able to see 
yourself in the video clip. Un like the old days of silent movies we need as much conversations from you and others, plus 
background sounds and music (if relevant).  All videos are designed to bring out an emotional response in the audience – what are 
you feeling as you achieve your goal, what are the people feeling around you.  If relevant what can you also smell and taste. Your 
goals must be compelling, motivating and highly resonate with you. 
 

Timeline 
 
On your ascent to the summit of your goal, there will be camp spots along the way with days travelled to reach them. Likewise 
your journey will begin with a short goal of a single step and finish with the long term end in sight. 
Goals must be short as well as long term. 
 

Evaluation  
 
Are we there yet? Are we there yet?  Reaching your goal is like map reading – without known points along the way it is easy to 
veer off course or be delayed by critical stages of the journey, yet   
 
‘Time nor tide waits for no man’ 
John Scot - Everyman 
 
So it is with goals.  Goals need to be constantly evaluated do the actions match up with the predictions.  What is the cost of not 
doing so?  As you navigate the landscape are there now mountains where once there were only mole hills? 
Evaluating your goal is a means to identifying road blocks, finding and expediting solutions. 
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Realistic 
 
Your goals must be realistic and attainable for you.  
Your goals must respect who you are.  It needs to fit with your values, interests and lifestyle. 
 
It must be your goal, not someone else’s  
e.g. a parent that wanted you to switch to running their business or become a doctor. 
 
You need to be able to ‘maintain’ the process of achieving your goal. If there are bits that you cannot do – it is ok, so long as you 
have founded resources to help you overcome obstacles and stay on track. 
 
To be realistic the goals must be thought through examining all foreseeable consequences and their impact to you and others. 
 
Your goal needs to be ecological. It has to be safe to you, to others around you and safe in the context, situation and environment 
that you find yourself in 
 
e.g. selling the family home to start up a new business (something you may never have done before) might be thrilling for you but 
could place your family under great strain. 
 
Pick your preferred Blue Sky job and write a short-term goal that gives you a focal point for this long-term dream/goal?  Write the 
step down and then flush it out more by applying the Goal Master ™ approach.  
 

My Very Next Step is to… 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Where do you see yourself in 6 months time? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Where do you see yourself in 12 months time? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
What will you or other say about your career achievements to date? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Where do you see yourself in 3 years time?  

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
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What will you or others say about your career achievements to date? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Where do you see yourself in 5 years time? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
What will you or others say about your career achievements to date? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
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What will it cost you not to achieve your goals? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
What will you gain/get by achieving your goals? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Personal Mission Statement 

 
In a work related context – what makes you shine? Do you know? List 3 points explaining why you shine. 
 
1. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
2.  

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
3.  
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
What do other people around you say about how you shine?  
 
1. What would a co-worker say? 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
2. What would a friend say? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
3. What would your partner or family member say? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Choosing Your Personal Brand 
 

 
What do you stand for? 

 
What do you not stand for? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
What do you bring to the workplace? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
What makes you shine? 

 

My Vision: What I want to achieve in my career  
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
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My Purpose: Why I want to achieve my career Vision  
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

My Attention: In order to achieve my vision I am committed to pay attention to  
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

My Intention: To maintain my integrity I will live by my career values of 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
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_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

My Motivation: I will use my motivating drivers and preferences of 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 
The aim is to funnel down to create an inspiring ‘anchor point’ statement that sums you up.  
Something that aligns your passions with your talents. It should be believable and respect your values. 
It needs to be easily repeated and serves as a memorable branding point for you and others.  
 

 

My Branding statement: 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
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7. Developing the plan (strategies) 

 
Work with your participant to review what they have previously covered - value proposition/strengths/career options etc. Using 
the information you have learnt about yourself through your analysis of your past jobs, iWAM results, Motivating skills sort and 
Career Values sort. 
 
Some questions to lead your candidate through this process. 
 
You are your “Personal Brand” 
Think of yourself as a business. 
Be able to answer the question “what I am really good at is...” in a clear and articulate way  
In your career to date, what are you most proud of and why? 
What is your area of expertise? 
What are your biggest achievements – spend time with your candidate working through each of these examples to ensure to help 
them recognise their part in the achievement. This is excellent warm up to later interview questions using behavioural STAR 
format.  
What haven’t you enjoyed in previous roles? What don’t you want to do again? 
What is your value proposition? 
 Try to further develop the “what I am really good at is...” response working on the words, the emphasis and the “softeners” such 
as I’m quite a good...” etc 
 
Developing Career Options 
 
In this section encourage your participant to explore all his/her thoughts about “what next” however fanciful or financially 
unviable or unrealistic they may appear. As a career coach these ideas when they emerge may have central themes or threads 
that you can help your person to recognise and explore in the next part of their career. 
 
Brainstorming on a whiteboard or plain paper should be encouraged. 
 
Career Vision 
 
Following on from this you should start to help them formulate (or review if done previously) career vision. It should contain 
statements that depict your unique strengths and what you enjoy and are best at. This statement should be big picture and long 
term.  
 
This vision doesn’t have specifics and details regarding exactly what company you will be at.  
 
Work Ideals 
 
Before we get on to the specifics it is important to reflect on what is ideal for you in your next role. 
 
Participants need to look at: 
 
Their work life balance – the following life balance wheel might be a useful exercise.  
 
The first wheel should cover current or most recent life balance 
The second wheel should reflect your ideal balance 
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Other “ideals” for participant to consider and list. 
 
Ideal Size or organisation – large/small/medium 
 
Sector – private/public/not for profit 
 
Location 
 
Culture 
 
Style of management 
 
Work hours culture 
 
Industry 
 

Researching my career options 
 
Now that your participant is through the brainstorming exercise and identified possible career paths, encourage them to review 
them again and explore each of them.  
This should help to develop a deeper understanding of the roles, organisations, trends, career opportunities within a potential 
target area.  
 
This is a preliminary research exercise to find out more about each option rather than a job search activity. 
 
Possible research options might include: 
 
Internet, industry publications, industry associations and known contacts. 

65%
15%

5%
5%

10%
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0%

0
0

Current
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Family

Physical

Community

Social

Cultural

Ideal, Work, 
45%, 45%
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10%, 10%

Ideal, 
Community, 

10%, 10%
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5%, 5%

Ideal, 
Cultural, 5%, 

5%

Ideal, 
Relaxation, 

5%, 5%

Ideal
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Physical

Community

Social

Cultural

Relaxation
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Encourage your participant to develop a list and action plan and then develop a list of questions to use to gain further knowledge. 
 
Possible research questions might include: 

 
What are the career paths in this area? 
 
What are the key trends in this area? 
 
What is a typical type of role? 
 
What training/accreditation/experience etc is needed for this type of work? 
 
What do you like/dislike about this role/industry? 
 
Who else should I talk to? 
 

Reality Checking 
 
Having researched each of your possibilities its time to review their viability in light of research and other issues such as your life 
balance, financial status etc.  
Name the 2 or 3 options seem most feasible and enticing to you now?  
 

Clarity on career options 
 
It might be important to develop these options further and a great way to do this is to do a self SWOT analysis. 
This involves considering your strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats. 
 
Welcome feedback from others who you know and trust to provide constructive feedback.  This feedback will assist you complete 
your strengths and weaknesses in relation to your goals. 
 
Follow organisational and societal trends more consciously.  Where are the growth areas? What skills, abilities, attitudes and 
competencies do organisations need?  Consider ways in which you can keep your skills relevant- through mobility, formal 
education, reading, research, networking and using mentors. 
 
In completing the opportunities and threats section of your SWOT, consider your stakeholders.  Who are they and what is their 
stake? You will need to think carefully about your significant stakeholders and how you will manage them. 
 
Strengths- Look at your skills, competencies, personal attributes, characteristics & resources available. 
 
Weaknesses- What could you be even better at? What could be improved on? What are your areas of development? 
 
Opportunities-What could you gain, what does this mean? What other doors could open from achieving this goal? 
 
Threats- What could hinder you from achieving your goal?  Look at internal and external elements, your competition and so on. 
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Option 1 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Strengths 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Weaknesses 

 
Opportunities 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Threats 
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Option 2 

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 

 
Strengths 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Weaknesses 

 
Opportunities 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Threats 
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Option 3 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 
Strengths 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Weaknesses 

 
Opportunities 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Threats 

 
 
If you have problem narrowing your options you might suggest a weighted decision making process like force field analysis. 
 
Final conclusions 
 
Who is your target market? Remember you are a product so look at whom you are you going to sell to? What do you have to 
offer? Research your market. 
 
Ensure you know the industry you are looking to work in, what is going on in there right now? 
 
Plan your self development and growth, what other services and skills could you provide by doing this? 
 
Gain constructive feedback on you as a product from someone you trust and respect.  
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The Action Plan 
 
Having identified your career options the next step is to start working on each of them with a clear action plan. 
 
This plan should include specific tasks and activities timing and resources and maintaining momentum through a weekly planning 
and review process. So that the right amount of effort is allocated to the career paths they have chosen. Suggest that they use a 
portfolio approach eg. Start my own florist 15% of my time continue similar career to current 45%, consider working in new 
industry 40%. 
 

Achieving Career Option 1 

Strategy 1: 
 
 
 

Tasks and actions Timing Resources 

 
 
 

  

 
 
 

  

Strategy 2: 
 
 

Tasks and actions Timing Resources 

   
 
 

 
 
 

  
 
 

Strategy 3: 
 
 

Tasks and actions Timing Resources 
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Achieving Career Option 2 

Strategy 1: 
 
 
 

Tasks and actions Timing Resources 

 
 
 
 
 

  

 
 
 
 
 

  

Strategy 2: 
 
 
 

Tasks and actions Timing Resources 

   
 
 
 
 

   
 
 
 
 

Strategy 3: 
 
 
 
 

Tasks and actions Timing Resources 
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Achieving Career Option 3 

Strategy 1: 
 
 
 

Tasks and actions Timing Resources 

 
 
 
 
 

  

 
 
 
 
 

  

Strategy 2: 
 
 
 

Tasks and actions Timing Resources 

   
 
 
 
 

   
 
 
 
 

Strategy 3: 
 
 
 
 

Tasks and actions Timing Resources 
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Finding a Job 

There are 4 ways to get a job 
 
Respond to an advertisement through a recruitment agency 
Respond to an advertisement through a recruiter 
Direct Approach to a target company 
From a candidates network 
 
There is consistent data that shows that up to 70% to 80% of jobs come through the Network sector. Advertised roles through a 
recruiter/agency constitutes between 15-20%. Company advertised roles between 5-10% and direct (cold) approaches about 5% 
to 10%. 
 
 

. 
 
Emphasise to your participant - with this is mind it is very important that you focus on “casting your fishing lines” in the whole of 
the job pool. There is a tendency for job seekers to over concentrate on the advertised roles and not pay enough attention to the 
huge percentage of roles that are never formally advertised – that can be found through networking activities. 
 
Therefore it’s important to work with your participant to encourage them to plan and review each week and month to ensure that 
your portfolio of job search is in line with these percentages. 
 

Using your network 
 
As mentioned before the people in your network can help you to research a possible job option giving you information, clarity and 
assistance before you make that complete decision to pursue that career option. 
Based on the job pool stats that 70-80% of roles are found through your network it stands out as a very important avenue when 
you are looking for a job as well. 
 
It is important to explore reluctance form the participant regarding “networking”. Many job searchers avoid this big potentia l 
pool. In many cases it is about their own fear and shyness. A lot have a negative attitude to the image of networking. 
It is therefore important to explore these issues emphasising the benefits of using a network and the disadvantages of not 
networking. It is also import to focus on the research approach as well as practical coaching and practice on the phone calls scripts 
and meeting questions to employ. 
 

The Research approach 
 
It is important to remember that unlike advertisements on seek.com.au or in newspapers, “networks” are not formal job search 
avenues. Thus they need to be approached in a completely different way. A crucial element in networking is to avoid or at least 
understate the intention of “looking for a job”. By using a more subtle “research based” approach participants w ill find that their 
network is more willing and open to help you and give advice and share information. 
 
The purpose of their networking activity is therefore to:  
 
Gain information 
Seek advice 
Get referrals – ie others to network with 

15%

5%

10%

70%

The Job Pool

Job advertised via
recruitment agency

Job advertised via
company

Direct Approaches to
Target companies
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Developing a network list- Network mind mapping 
 
To develop a list of possible network contacts suggest you work with your participants using a mind mapping format. List all the 
possible broad network areas – ex colleagues; suppliers; consultants; existing colleagues; friends; community groups; sporting 
associations; professional associations; alumni groups etc. Then work through each one to compile a list of individuals names for 
you network contact list. 
 

Setting up a meeting 
 
Encourage participants to contact direct rather than leave phone messages. Explain that you are exploring a number of career 
options and am very interested in getting your advice and feedback on xxx area. Request a meeting time of only 20 minutes (so it 
is not seen as a big imposition to their busy diary). The purpose here is to meet face-to-face. People are more than likely to be 
forthcoming and ready to give advice etc so resist doing your network interview on the phone if possible. 
 

The meeting 
 
Having set up a meeting over the phone, below are a list of possible questions that might be used at the meeting. 
It is a good suggestion to develop a Career Target Sheet which you might use as a prompt at the meeting 
 

Career Target Sheet 
 

 
Targets:  
Industries: Financial Services, Telecommunications Size: Medium to large 
Roles : Sales/Business development/account management 
Senior/Middle management – reports of up to 15 people 
Location: Sydney (would also consider SE Asia)  
Culture: not overly bureaucratic; entrepreneurial; 
 

Telecommunications FMCGs Fin Services 

Telstra  Coca Cola  Westpac 

Optus Arnotts ANZ 

 xxxx QBE 

Smaller consultancies xxxx xxx 

xxx xxxx xxx 

xxx xxx xxxx 

xxx xxxx xxxx 
 

List of Possible Questions 
 
Ask about industry issues/trends 
What companies are leaders in the field? Related fields?  
Questions about specific companies – environment, career opportunities  
Ideal profiles for people wanting to join e.g. skills, traits, education, industry experience 
What is your role called in each company? 
Who might be looking for someone with your skills? 
Who are the decision-makers 
Who else would you recommend I speak to? 
 
It is important to be grateful and thankful after each meeting and essential that you finish each meeting by asking for further 
contacts/suggestions as to who else you could speak to regarding your career option research. 
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Reviewing your resume 
 
Having gone through the process of reviewing your career (including your achievements, your unique value proposition etc) and 
having identifying clear career paths/options it is time to develop tools to support your career plan. 
 

Review Questions for your resume: 
 
Does it encapsulate what is special about me? 
Does it record my achievements and the way I operate? 
Do these achievements talk about the Circumstances, Actions and Results that I (and my team) affected?  
Do the achievements depict my unique abilities and personal style? 
Is this resume targeted for the roles/career/industry that I have now decided to pursue? 
Do I need to write a number of resumes for each of the areas I am now targeting? 
Is it clear and easy for someone else to quickly understand? 
Is my resume too long? What will I omit to keep it to 4 pages or less? 
Is it presented in the most attractive and professional way possible? 
 

Using your referees 
 
Referees are usually requested when the selection process is well advanced - often at the end of the process. Most references are 
now given by telephone or in a direct meeting rather than on paper so you. Do not offer too many references. Three should be 
enough. 
 
Unless requested in a job application we suggest you don’t include your referees in the resume. This allows you to prepare each 
referee fully before they are contacted by the potential employer.  
It gives you a chance to: 
 
Brief them on the role so that they emphasise the aspects most specific to the selection criteria and beneficial to your selection 
Check that your referee is going to be a good/positive referee 

 
Who do you choose as referee? 
 
A recent boss. Recruiters and employees are keen to contact someone who you have recently reported to. If there is any bad 
blood and potential they will not be a positive referee omit them and use another former boss 
A former colleague who worked closely with you and can vouch for your approach and the quality of your work form a peer 
perspective 
A senior level boss who you have contact with and has a good impression on the quality of your work 
 Avoid out-of-date references. Comments based on experience more than five years old are not very relevant 
 

Responding to Job Advertisements 
 
When you respond to an advertised role you are operating in a competitive environment where your application and resume will 
be compared to the other candidates. 
 
To be prepare and submit an application that is placed on a short list for an interview involves are a number of key steps: 
 
Identify the essential job criteria. Review the advertisement using the 2-column sheet to list. 
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Essential Desired (but not essential) Hidden (what is not in the 
criteria but could be of 
added benefit) 

Strategic thinker Knowledge of VOIP 
technology 

Involvement in 
preparation govt tenders 

Well-organised Project management 
experience 

 

Experienced in direct 
marketing 

  

Uni qualifications   

   
 

Writing Your Ad Response Letter 
 
When you send your application we suggest that you take some time to construct a cove r letter to accompany the resume. A 
short one-line email to cover your résumé often looks expedient to the recipient and misses an opportunity for you to fully 
consider what they are looking for and why you are the right person for the role. 
 This letter can be attached to the resume file and copied at the front of the email. 
 
It should address the criteria in the advertisement and focus on no more than 3 key reasons why you are the right person for the 
role 

 
The recruitment process 
 
Working with recruitment Agencies 
 
Working through a recruitment agency can be a frustrating experience and can leave an unsuccessful candidate bitter and angry 
about the way the process has been handled. Common issues with recruiters include: 
 
Long delays in hearing back after application 
Delays in hearing back after 1st/2nd/3rd round interviews 
Mixed messages regarding your suitability or unsuitability for a role 
 
While some of this can be attributed directly to the behaviours of a recruiter it is important to maintain a good relationship and 
not “burn bridges”. In many cases the sort of behaviour mentioned above can be as a result of client (rather than the agency)  who 
may for a myriad of reasons be faltering in their commitment to filling a role. In any event it is important to maintain that 
relationship, be patient and not let your frustration take over. 
 
The first interview with a recruiter is a screening type of interview. Sometimes this can take place over the phone. The purpose of 
this interview is for the recruiter to find out whether s/he would put you forward on their short list to the client. 
 
Below is a list of questions that you should prepare for: 
 

Common recruiter screening questions 
Tell me about yourself 
What are you looking for? 
Why did you leave 
Questions specific to the criteria in the ad eg are you experienced in…? How good are your skills in … 
Why are you right for this role? 
What do you want to be doing in your career two / five years from now? 
What do you think is the single most important issue impacting on the … industry at the present time? 
 
This interview meeting is also an opportunity to find out more about the role.  
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Good questions to ask a recruiter 
Can you describe the culture of the organization? 
 
What are some of the characteristics that have made people successful in this organization? 
To whom would you report? Will you get the opportunity to meet that person?  
Where is the job located? What are the travel requirements, if any?  
What type of training is required and how long is it?  
What are the realistic chances for growth in the job?  
What are the skills and attributes most needed to get ahead in the company?  
Who will be the company’s main competitor over the next few years?  
How does the interviewer feel the company stacks up against them?  
What has been the growth pattern of the company in the last five years?  
If there is a written job description, can you see it?  

 
Other key questions regarding applications  
How quickly should I send in my application? 
Recommend – as soon as possible. The earlier you get your application in the better chance you have of being in shortlist. 
“Deadlines” are often/sometimes closed early than said date because of large numbers of applicants. 
 
What resume format should I use – PDF etc?   
Either is probably ok. PDF ensures that they can’t change your content. BUT Recruiters often prefer word – so they can cut and 
paste your material when they put together an overview for a shortlist. Also word is easier because they can store these on their 
own database and match you up to other roles. 
 

Should I attach cover letter?  
Always write a cover letter – it helps you to think about the specifics of how your skills/experience fit in to this particular role. 
General thinking is to combine the cover letter in word format in same document as resume.  
 

After the recruiter interview  
 
Always email within 24 hours with a thank you. This helps to reinforce develop rapport, confirm interest. You can also use this 
contact as an opportunity to highlight skills not covered in interview.  
 
We suggest you follow up, phoning within 2 – 7 days 
 

What if I haven’t heard back from the consultant or the company?  
 
What sort of things might be going on for the recruiter? 
It may well be that it has nothing to do with you or the quality of your interview or application. Quite often jobs get stalled for a 
variety of reasons independent of the candidates. These might include: 
 
Recruitment process has been stalled. Key people in client organisation are out of office/sick/on holiday 
 
Role may have recently been changed -  key person left/ loss/gain of an important account 
 
Position might be momentarily shelved – new hiring freeze/merge/purchase 
 
The important thing is – it’s usually not about you! Don’t take it personally. Continue to contact recruiter – be 
friendly/easy/charming and patient. Keep a good relationship! 
 

Interviews 
 
Interviews are a key part of the selection process. Understandably these are often the most stressful part of the job search 
process. 
 
It is natural to feel stress and anxiety before an interview. Good preparation and rehearsal with your consultant can make huge 
difference to your anxiety level. The highest stress levels are often felt when you are asked a question you have not prepared for. 
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Therefore we cannot emphasis any higher just how important it is to be prepared and to have considered your questions and 
answers before the interview. 
 
It is also important to remember that interviews / and other important career conversations can take place outside of a formal 
interview room. Therefore the more you rehearse prepare and have clarity (through the reflection process) the better you will  
perform. 
 
Lastly remember, interviews should be a mutual process. It is not just about them wanting you it is also about you finding out if 
you want them.  

 
Types of Interviews 
 
Following are some of the types you may encounter: 
 

One on One interview. 

These are the most common types of interviews. These are more often used in the early part of the selection process. 
 

Group interviews. 
Some organisations assess a group of candidates at the same time. There are usually two or more interviewers involved and 
allows employers to process a large group of people at one time to decide the ones that present well in comparison to others. 
 

Panel interviews 
Panel interviews usually involve three to five people. The interviewers are often chosen as representatives of key stakeholder 
areas relating to the role. Panel interviews with 5 or more are often used in the public sector selection process.  
A panel interview has the advantage of allowing several interviewers to assess a candidate simultaneously.  
 
In this situation it is important that you try to find out what area each panel member represents and try to make eye contact with 
all panel members. 
 
During the interview, direct your answer to the person who asked the question and maintain eye contact with them.  
 

Telephone interviews 
These are often employed by recruiters to “screen” before they decide to bring you in for an interview. It is important to ensure 
that you are ready to partake in this sort of interview. Do you have a copy of the advertisement? Are you in a quiet discreet place 
away from distraction? If not consider asking to set it up at set time that works for you. 
 

Types of Interview Questions 
 
Coaches should work with their participant to prepare for upcoming interviews. The flowing are common questions that each 
person should be prepared for. 
 

Common Questions 
 
Tell me about yourself – This should NOT be too long (2-3 minutes max). It is an opportunity to give an overview of your career 
and your strengths and why you are right for the role. It should focus on the benefits to and needs of interviewer.  It should be 
practiced and rehearsed as it is very common and important career question. 
 
What are you looking for? This is a common recruiter’s question. A participant should be clear and show conviction regarding 
his/her career options.  
 
Otherwise the recruiter may not be convinced you will be committed to the role and leave you off the shortlist. 
 
Why did you leave xxx? – No need to go into a long story. Keep it simple and practice with your consultant. It must be consistent 
with company story and avoid any negative connotations about the former employer and/or your performance. 
 
 What is your biggest weakness?  Good idea to focus on a past weakness that is now a strength.  
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Behavioural Questions/Answers 
 
When helping a participant prepare for an interview the coach should work with the participant to identify the selection criteria.  
This list of criteria is usually fairly easy to identify through a review of the job advertisement (or position description and other 
material if available). 
 
Regardless of the style of question encourage your participant to prepare to answer in a behavioural way. That is using real 
examples from the past that demonstrate his/her ability to meet that part of the selection criteria. 
 
In essence the participant should be prepared to answers are variety of questions that begin with “tell us about a time that 
demonstrates your ability to...eg. manage a large project; handle difficult people; win a large account etc.  
 
Suggest that they prepare their answers using the STAR framework.  This framework focuses on talking about things that actually 
happened. Be careful to avoid theoretical/hypothetical answers – eg what I would do is this. Begin your answer with  ...  “The best 
example of that would be the time when I...” 
 

Situation 
 
Task 
 
What was the situation or task,  
 
Action 
 
What did you do? (Focus on you – don’t overdo the team ‘we”). Talk about real events in this “story” relaying snippets of 
conversations and or difficult challenges that you overcame is very effective in an interview. Rehearse this so that you don’t get 
bogged down and take too much time with irrelevant detail. 
 
Result 
 
What was the outcome or benefit to the company or what did you learn from the experience.  Once again not too long and 
complicated – what do they need to know and what details are peripheral.  
 
Interview nerves 
 
It is absolutely normal to be nervous leading up and during an interview. Good preparation and rehearsal will help to build your 
confidence in the lead up.  
Breathing techniques such as those used in yoga and meditation can make a big difference.  
 
It is probably most important for you to prepare well, and then be kind to yourself, not overreacting to this perfectly normal 
response to an interview situation.  
 
Questions for you to ask at interview 
You should come to the interview with your own questions and always be ready to answer the question “Do you have any 
questions?” 
 
You might like to consider using the following:  
 
What are the major challenges the department/company is facing this year? 
Can you elaborate on the key responsibilities and how they relate to the overall goals of the organisation?  
What are your immediate goals for the position? 
What is the next step in your selection process? 
 
After the interview 
 
Follow up with a thank you email within 24 hours of the interview. 
Complimentary comments on your impressions of interview, company, staff etc. 
Perhaps highlight your relevant skills, expertise that make you the right person for this role 
Reassure if there were any concerns/issues that were expressed during interview  
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Confirm your continued interest in the position and organisation 
 
We suggest that you then contact via telephone within the next week. 
 
Keeping your Momentum 
 
The search for the right job can have many ups and downs. As a career coach, our role is to tap into how our participants are 
faring. They are usually at their lowest when they have just missed out on a role or are going through an extended period where 
they are not getting to interview stage after a number of applications. 
 
Key strategies to get back on track include: 
 
Always record your achievements even if they don’t end up in you being offered a role. E.g. Making the shortlist; the number of 
network contacts contacted in the past week/month 
 
Celebrate them and give yourself credit 
 
Identify and work on your areas of self development. Using the spare time to retrain and improve can help to keep focus and 
motivation.  
 
Network! Look for opportunities- let people know what you want 
 
Be visible and credible 
 
Remember EVERY conversation is an interview-Be prepared 
 
Be aware of yourself, know who you are 
 
Never underestimate yourself 
 
Remind yourself of  your unique selling points 
 
Persist! You are often a lot closer than you think! 
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